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Allegretto

Voice

My history has made me train Wild animals, but
My lion-tamming acting was Enough to create

I'm more vain Because I've really trained myself
quite a buzz From Timbuctoo to Samarkand-
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To be as spry as any elf! The circus life taught me a lot; Now the circus is finished but I am not. For I'm not afraid if Fortune frowns at darkness, I loved it when the lions licked my paws,
And breakfast on Tomorrow's question mark!
I got the lion's share of their applause!
Ad-I'll
ventures is in my blood—
fol low with the bold,
Why, any lion could
when the

smell it well. But I always held the whip And I've
bold are gone. Whatever I wish I'll be When the

sung
never let it slip Whatever comes I'll take the good
wish appeals to me For there's a thing worth more than gold:
And send the bad to hell!
My creed, "I can go on!"

Tempo di Valse
Roaming, free as the breeze—
What's to stop me, or why—
1. 

please—Open road, open sky!

2. 

Open road, open sky!
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